UNHQ-Exteriors
Compilation Reel (B&W)
UN.35mm pix neg;35mm pix fg;
35mm pix pos;16mm red.dupe neg;
2x16mm prints. 760'

Aerial shots of United Nations Headquarters; Static shots of
of U.N. Headquarters. Tilt down from top of U.N.Secretariat
building to General Assembly building; UN flag being hoisted
-tilt up; shots of UN flag waving; UN flag waving with UN.
Secretariat building in background; tilt down and pan right
to left from top of Secretariat building to flags of member
nations waving in front of Secretariat and General Assembly
buildings. Close shot of flags of member nations waving.-same
shot with General Assembly building in background.Pan from
and along New York skyscrapers (Empire State building included )
to UN site and buildings. Fountain and circle in front of UN
Secretariat building. Tilt down from top of Secretariat building
to delegate's entrance with delegates arriving. Several shots
of various delegates (some wearing national costume) arriving
by automobiles and on foot, entering G.A. building.
Visitors entering UN grounds and building (visitor's entrance)
Night shots of UN Headquarters (with illuminated windows).
UN Emblem.